1. This workshop’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the workshop.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good workshop.

5. In a few words, share your overall impression of this workshop.
   - Kinda confused on what the strategies that were focused. Because I’m not an instructor, it was hard to see their point of view. Did not know what key points to take away. Just understood to provide multiple formats. Now confused what +1 means.
   - Should be longer.
   - Engaging, well done!
   - Good information.
   - Very entertaining and relevant! Thanks! [participant signed her name and affiliation]
   - Excellent added info on UDL. 😊
   - Very good information.
   - He is a great speaker!
   - This is my first intro to UDL that is applicable to my job.